
False Promises
of High Returns?

Dear Investor,

Greetings from SMIFS LIMITED (formerly known as Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management 
Limited) and thank you for being our valued client.

You must be aware that SEBI and Stock Exchanges, as market regulators are always keeping a 
vigilance check on suspicious activities and looking to punish money swindlers. Yet, a little 
awareness and alertness can go a long way in keeping investments safe.

ForFor instance, it is human nature to seek high returns in the short term. But overnight successes 
are rare and usually too good to be true. So, Investors should check for past performances 
before making any investment.

Investors are advised to protect themselves by being cautious and be on the lookout of warning 
signs of investment fraud as “Guaranteed” High Investment Returns, Complicated jargon and 
language, Unsolicited Offers, Pressure to buy “Right Now”.

InvestorsInvestors must never trust any written or oral promises assuring guaranteed returns in equity 
and derivatives market. 

Stock Brokers are barred in dealing in Cash. 

There are risks associated with trading in Futures & Options. One must carefully read any 
material given and verify the truth of every statement told about the investment, before making 
any investment.

Investors can check online for disciplinary history readily available on regulators website.

SMIFSSMIFS follows the above principles in Letter and Spirit. SMIFS does NOT Offer Guaranteed 
Returns and does NOT Deal in Cash.

Remember. It’s always better to be safe than sorry.

Assuring you best of our services.

Team Compliance
SMIFS LIMITED 

Powering Your Wealth
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